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Algorithms are Eating the World
“TikTok Reads Your Mind” - The New York Times
“Algorithms are better than people in predicting recidivism, study says” - UC
Berkeley News
“Netflix’s New Algorithm Offers Optimal Recommendation Lists for Users with Finite
Time Budget” - infoQ

If the 2010’s saw “software eating the world”, now we know that it’s really the
algorithms embedded in that software. From what you see online from your
friends, the news and TV on your home page, or how harshly you get sentenced
in court, algorithms touch every part of our digital life and beyond.
Life insurance data often represents a rich asset from which to discover patterns
with machine learning algorithms.
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Insurance Too

Predictive modeling has applications along the
complete insurance cycle: in targeted marketing,
new business underwriting, fraud detection,
actuarial rate setting, and claims adjudication,
among others.
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Regulation - It Starts with Data
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Regulation - It Starts with Data

Source: gdpr.eu
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Regulation of A.I. is Rapidly Evolving
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Insurance Too
2019

2020

2021

2022

New York Circular
Letter No. 1 (2019)

NAIC Adopts AI
Principles

CT DOI Big Data
Notice and
Certification

CA DOI Bulletin 20225 on AI and Bias

NAIC Forms Big Data
and AI Working Group
Colorado Enacts
S.B. 21-169
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What Does Bias Mean?
3 Different Approaches

Disparate Impact

Unfair Discrimination

Proxy Discrimination

Does the model produce
disproportionately negative
impacts for certain
populations?

Does the model exhibit
sufficient correlation to
relevant risks based on
generally accepted
actuarial principles?

Are the correlations in the
model a result of the inputs
functioning as proxies for
protected classes?

Related to Equity

Related to Actuarial
Justification

Related to Fairness
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Putting it All Together

“Bias is everywhere in AI”

- UNESCO Caribbean AI Policy Roadmap

Framing and Planning

● Define business
problem and
success metrics
● Establish crossfunctional team
● Determine if AI
should be used and
how
● Identify source data
● Evaluate risks

Development

Testing

● Extract and explore
data

● Outline testing
strategy

● Feature selection
and engineering

● Identify and prepare
testing set

● Determine modeling
approach(es)

● Perform testing

● Train model(s)
● Develop
explainability tools

● Document results
and approval

Deployment

● Deploy in production

● Publish guidelines
for model use

Management

● Monitor model
performance

● Train end users

● Determine
frequency and scope
of reviews

● Provide
transparency via
explainability tools

● Measure against
business objectives
and metrics

● Adopt controls and
security measures

● Modify or
discontinue model if
needed
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Framing & Planning
Potential Sources of Bias

Mitigation Techniques

-

Homogenous team

-

-

Team members’ awareness
of bias and mitigation
techniques

Diverse, cross-functional
teams

-

Training

-

Engage outside experts

-

Team structure

-

Narrow framing of problem

-

Data access or quality

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Development of model

xi
In-Processing
Model Fitting

Pre-Processing
Adjust Training Data

●
●
●

●
●
●

Re-weight cases or (under/over) sample
groups
Change (some) labels
Suppress sensitive and correlated
features
Learn a fair representation mapping
Select semantically fair features
Use actuarial judgement

●
●
●

Embed fairness constraint within
regularization term
Train separate models for each sensitive
category; combine output
Use causal model or ‘fair-aware’ learning
algorithms

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Development of model: practical steps

1. From universe of inputs, exclude
protected classes and known
proxies for protected classes
2. Rational basis for inclusion
3. Statistical actuarial justification test:
GAMs

1. Choose linear, interpretable models
2. Black box models: require model
explainability tooling
3. Document key decisions and inputs.

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Testing: Prediction & Assessment

●

Scores should balance FP/FN

●

Different thresholds for different groups
might be necessary

●

Assess fairness of model decisions

●

Evaluate system as a whole by conducting
fairness assessment on outcome
distribution

●

Does our model performance align to the
end user’s expectations

●

Are we able to understand and explain the
model’s decision making?

●

What data elements did we ultimately use
in the development process, and is this
consistent with what was expected?

Statistical study of
disparate impact
If protected class is not
observed, but available
externally, perform an
external audit. Example:
race identification.

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Deploy
This phase involves the first time the model begins to have actual impact on individual
customers, applicants, and users

1. Data Missingness should be handled in

the applicant’s favor, except where
negative action is actuarially sound
2. Final results should be explainable and
transparent, while protecting trade
secrets
3. Individual decisions should be consistent
and repeatable
4. Egregious outliers should be investigated

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Deploy & Explain

Output:
- Model-level performance metrics
- Individual predictions for individual

-- Example -Applicant: John Snow Score: 85

-10 feature 1
- 5 feature 4
-15 feature 5

+10 feature 2
+ 5 feature 3

100 (max score) - 30 +15

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Managing Post-Deployment
Potential Sources of Bias
● Changes in data sourcing or landscape
● Model and Concept Drift
● Changes in frequency and structure of
data inputs
● End user adoption
● Complacency

Monitor
- Incoming data labels
- Distribution of requests
- Distribution of predictions
- Quality of predictions

Mitigation Techniques
● Model monitoring
● Ongoing training
● End user feedback
● Adopt a model review plan
○ Regular reviews
○ Ad-hoc reviews

Intervene
- Correct Data Problem
- Retrain/recalibrate model

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Model Monitoring

Monitor
- Incoming data labels
- Distribution of requests
- Distribution of predictions
- Quality of predictions

Intervene
- Correct Data Problem
- Retrain/recalibrate model

Framing and Planning

Development

Testing

Deployment

Management
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Other Challenges
●

●

Two alternative scenarios regarding access to data:

○

Data available through an external source only (race).

○

Data generally unavailable (sexual orientation).

[Others]
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